
  
RAM type

DIMM type

Frequency

Capacity:

Rank

Voltage

Operating temperature

Dimensions

Weight

Pin

Warranty

Certifications

Remarks

DDR4

U-DIMM

3000 MHz/3200 MHz/3466MHz/3600 MHz

8GB/16GB

1Rx8/2Rx8

1.35V

0℃~85℃

148x38.90x8.50mm

≤58g (with cooling vest)

288 Pin

Lifetime product warranty

RoHS、CE、FCC、VCCI、RCM、cTUVus

Product appearances may vary according to different models. 

The images are for reference only. Kindly check the actual products.

 
 

 

◎DDR4 overclocked RAM provides powerful gaming support
The high-performance overclocked module supports one-key setup and auto-overclocking, helping gamers maneuver at 

lightning speed and crush their opponents like a juggernaut.

◎Seamless lighting command with dazzling synced RGB effects
Supports mainstream lighting integration software (Asus, Gigabyte, MSI, ASRock, etc.) with synced control of system 

and dazzling RGB lighting, offering ultimate visual impact.

◎Highly effective cooling function sustaining speed for longer periods of time
Pure-aluminum cooling vest channels off heat with high thermal conductivity.  The vest increases the chip’s surface 

area of contact with the air to dissipate heat and cool down the chip more quickly.

◎Broad compatibility for worry-free configuration
The device has passed the compatibility tests for the DDR4 motherboards of major brands, which means stable op-

eration for long periods of time.

A world-renowned IT company and a Fortune Global 500 corporation, HP’s business areas include IT infrastructure, 
storage memory, commercial and home computers, printers, and digital imaging. It has been the leader in PC shipment 
volumes globally for many years, and is a brand trusted by professionals in billion-dollar industries around the world.

HP continues to break frontiers in memory technology and the development of innovative memory products. It stays 
true to its commitment to bringing top-quality and reliable memory products and services to consumers around the 
world.

HP is able to provide comprehensive after-sales services to users through its extensive global after-sales system and 
service network.

HP’s  Strengths

Developed by HP for eSports specifications on desktop computers, the HP V8 DDR4 contains an over-

clocked module with a minimum frequency of 3000 MHz, providing instant responsiveness for game 

loading and PK operation. The HP V8 DDR4 RAM comes with a brushed metal cooling vest and 

cream-white light strips. Custom RGB lighting effects spark the ultimate gaming passion.

PRODUCT FEATURES

V8 PERFORMANCE JUGGERNAUT
WITH DAZZLING RGB
HP V8 DDR4 SO-DIMM
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